
TYPES OF COFFEE ROAST

TYPES OF CAFÉ COFFEE

Drip

TYPES OF COFFEE MAKER

The American Standard of coffee 
makers, these coffee machines use 
filters, ground coffee, and gravity to fill 
a pot or carafe with coffee, often 
keeping it hot with a warming plate.

Percolator
Once the favored coffee pot, percolators 
heat water and repeatedly run it through 
coffee grounds to produce an often strong 
cup of coffee.

Single Cup
Quickly becoming the most popular coffee 
makers, single cup coffee makers use 
prepackaged coffee inserts (K-Cups, T-Discs, or 
coffee pods) to produce a single serving of 
coffee on demand.

Espresso Machine
These generally expensive machines are very 
specifically designed to produce authentic 
espresso using heat and pressure on water that 
is forced through tightly packed fine-ground 
coffee.

French Press
The go-to coffee maker in much of Europe and 
the U.K., this manual coffee pot lets you do the 
brewing with boiled water and a plunger 
apparatus.

Latte
Espresso plus steamed milk, 
served in a mug.

Cappuccino
Equal parts steamed milk, espresso, 
and milk foam/froth.

Americano
1 or 2 shots of espresso with hot 
water to take it to mug volume.

Macchiato
A single or double shot of espresso 
with a splash of milk.

Mocha
A latte with chocolate sauce or 
cocoa powder stirred into it.

Espresso
Dark roast coffee pressure-extracted 
into a shot-glass-sized serving.

Café Au Lait
Regular coffee with steamed milk.
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The lightest roast coffee bean; it has sharp acidity but is rich with strong coffee bean taste.

Cinnamon/Light

The most common roast; it has mild bittersweet flavor and a more rounded taste.

Regular/American/Medium

Darker than regular/medium; it has less acidity and the beginning of caramelized flavors.

Full City/Viennese

Typical espresso roast; it has more bittersweet flavor, low acidity, and heavier caramelized flavors.

Italian/Espresso/French


